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Las Vegas, NV- Continuing its efforts to offer the most efficient energy saving lighting products
available, Bulborama announced today a new product release of four innovative Mini Bullet
shaped compact fluorescent (CFL) light bulbs.
Bulborama Mini Bullet lamps allow users to directly replace 60 or 75 watt incandescent light
bulbs with 13 or 15 watt CFL lamps. With the visual appearance of an oval enclosed light
capsule, the bulbs are aptly named Mini Bullet for their innovative shape. Available in warm
tone, soft white, and full spectrum colors, Mini Bullet compact fluorescent light bulbs have
industry leading life ratings of 12,000 hours – making them an efficient way to light sockets once
traditionally reserved for incandescent lamps. Mini Bullet CFL’s are designed to retrofit a wide
variety of 120 volt fixtures for indoor and outdoor applications with operating temperatures
between minus -22°F and 122°F.
Bulborama Energy Star rated Mini Bullet compact fluorescent lamps provide up to 80% in instant
energy savings, utilize superior components and circuitry, light instantly with no flicker, generate
less heat than standard CFL's, and come in low profile sizes to fit a wide variety of fixtures.
Using just one CFL saves $30 or more in energy costs and minimizes pollution by preventing
more than 450 pounds of emissions from a power plant over the bulb’s lifetime (1).
(1) – Based on U.S. Department of Energy publications.
****
Based in Las Vegas, NV, Bulborama offers the latest innovations in energy saving long life
lighting products. The company specializes in compact fluorescent, full spectrum, halogen, and
Energy Star rated light bulbs that meet or exceed national specifications, including many
specialty items for commercial and industrial applications. For more information, visit us online
at bulborama.com
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